The Synack Red Team (SRT) is a private crowd of highly-curated and vetted security researchers who deliver ongoing, actionable vulnerability intelligence to the enterprise.

The SRT works with unprecedented velocity and integrity to add a critical layer of active defense to enterprise security so that internal teams can prioritize and remediate vulnerabilities quickly, before they become business problems.

Who Makes the Cut

**AVERAGE SECURITY EXPERIENCE**
9 years

**COMMON TITLES**
Sr. Security Engineer, Application Security Specialist, Security Architect

**COMMON CERTIFICATIONS**
CEH, OSCP, GIAC, OSCE, CISSP

**COMPANIES OF EMPLOYMENT**
Facebook, Apple, Salesforce.com, the NSA, and many others

**WHERE YOU CAN FIND THEM**
Speaking at leading security conferences like DEF CON, RSA, and BlackHat

**RESEARCHERS JOINED THE SRT TO...**
Protect customers, develop technical skillsets, and use a private and professional platform to make a living doing what they love

STEAL A PAGE OUT OF THE ATTACKER’S PLAYBOOK

The Synack Red Team attracts the most sought-after security researchers from across the globe who bring a comprehensive, adversarial lens to the enterprise IT environment. Our community offers unparalleled diversity in perspectives and insights applied through the latest attacker tools, techniques, and procedures. Some of our researchers are deeply specialized in a particular technology or in a class of attack vectors. Others are multi-talented breakers who work across web and mobile applications as well as host infrastructure.

**Bottom Line** — the global expertise of the Synack Red Team augments internal security teams, and enables business leaders to make better risk management decisions faster.